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                \begin{document}$$b \!\rightarrow s \,\ell ^+ \ell ^- $$\end{document}$ transition receive contributions predominantly from loop-level, flavour changing neutral current transitions. These transitions are mediated by heavy (short-distance) particles and are suppressed in the Standard Model (SM). Over the last few years, discrepancies have emerged when comparing measurements of the properties of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b \!\rightarrow s \,\ell ^+ \ell ^- $$\end{document}$ decays to SM predictions \[[@CR1]--[@CR10]\]. Global analyses of these decays imply that there might be a new vector current which is destructively interfering with the SM contribution to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b \!\rightarrow s \,\ell ^+ \ell ^- $$\end{document}$ decay, producing inconsistency with the SM at the 4--5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR11]--[@CR17]\].

In this paper, the possibility that hadronic resonances are interfering with the short-distance amplitude and mimicking physics beyond the SM is considered. This is because in addition to the short-distance contribution to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b \!\rightarrow s \,\ell ^+ \ell ^- $$\end{document}$ decays, the same final state can be obtained through non-local $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b\rightarrow s q\overline{q}$$\end{document}$ transitions, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q\overline{q}$$\end{document}$ denotes a quark-anti-quark pair. An example of such a decay is the decay $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow {J /\psi } \overline{K}{} ^{*0} $$\end{document}$, where the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${J /\psi }$$\end{document}$ meson decays into two leptons.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} As the decay rate of this process is two orders of magnitude larger than its short-distance counterpart, sizeable interference effects are possible far from the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${J /\psi }$$\end{document}$ mass.

The approach presented in this paper models the hadronic contributions originating from charm and light quark resonances as Breit--Wigner amplitudes. This approach is inspired by Refs. \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\] and is used to describe the hadronic resonances across the full dimuon mass spectrum of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B ^0 \!\rightarrow K ^{*0} \mu ^+ \mu ^- $$\end{document}$ decays. The LHCb collaboration performed a measurement of the interference between the non-local and short-distance components of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B ^- \!\rightarrow K ^- \mu ^+\mu ^- $$\end{document}$ decays by modelling the hadronic resonance contributions as Breit--Wigner amplitudes \[[@CR20]\]. The level of interference was found to be small and the measurement of the short-distance component was found to be compatible with that of previous interpretations.

These non-local contributions are difficult to calculate and to date there is no consensus as to whether the deviations seen in global analyses can be explained by the these intermediate hadronic contributions, or by physics beyond the SM. Differentiating between these two hypotheses is of prime importance for confirming the existence and subsequently characterising phenomena not predicted by the SM. More detailed discussions on this point can be found in Refs. \[[@CR18], [@CR19], [@CR21]--[@CR28]\].

Due to the more complex amplitude structure of the decay, for each resonant final state there are three relative phases and magnitudes that need to be determined instead of one in the case of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B ^- \!\rightarrow K ^- \mu ^+\mu ^- $$\end{document}$ decay. Existing measurements of the branching fractions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow {J /\psi } \overline{K}{} ^{*0} $$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow \psi {(2S)} \overline{K}{} ^{*0} $$\end{document}$ decays, together with measurements of their polarisation amplitudes \[[@CR29]--[@CR32]\] can be used to assess the impact of these decays to the observables of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow \overline{K}{} ^{*0} \mu ^+ \mu ^- $$\end{document}$ process, up to a single overall phase per resonance that needs to be determined through a simultaneous fit to both the short-distance and non-local components in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{K}{} ^{*0} \mu ^+\mu ^-$$\end{document}$ final state. In the absence of such a measurement, scanning over all possible values for the global phase for each resonant final state, results in a prediction of the range of hadronic effects that can be compared to more formal calculations. The angular distribution of the decay $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow \overline{K}{} ^{*0} \mu ^+ \mu ^- $$\end{document}$ is sensitive to the strong-phases of non-local contributions, particularly through the observables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_{9}$$\end{document}$. This sensitivity allows for a data-driven extraction of the non-local parameters of the proposed model.
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow \overline{K}{} ^{*0} \mu ^+ \mu ^- $$\end{document}$ depends on weak- and strong-phase differences with interfering processes, such as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow {J /\psi } \overline{K}{} ^{*0} $$\end{document}$. Therefore, a model for the strong phases of the non-local contributions to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B ^0 \!\rightarrow K ^{*0} \mu ^+ \mu ^- $$\end{document}$ transitions, offers new insight on both the kinematic regions where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C\!P$$\end{document}$ violation might be enhanced, as well as what the level of enhancement could be.

An increasingly large part of the discrepancy in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b \!\rightarrow s \,\ell ^+ \ell ^- $$\end{document}$ transitions is being driven by tests of lepton universality in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} \!\rightarrow \overline{K}{} ^{(*)}\ell ^+\ell ^-$$\end{document}$ decays \[[@CR3], [@CR33], [@CR34]\]. These deviations cannot be explained by hadronic effects (the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${J /\psi }$$\end{document}$ meson, for example, decays equally often to electrons and muons). Although a significant deviation from lepton-universality would be a clear indication of physics beyond the SM, the precise characterisation of the new physics model still depends on the treatment of hadronic contributions. The angular distribution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow \overline{K}{} ^{*0} \ell ^+ \ell ^- $$\end{document}$ decays is critical in order to both determine the size of the new physics contribution, as well as to distinguish between models with left- or right-handed currents giving rise to new vector and axial-vector couplings.

This paper is organised as follows: Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} describes the model of the non-local contributions as well as the experimental inputs; Section [3](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} presents the comparison of the model to existing calculations; Section [4](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} shows how current model uncertainties impact both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow \overline{K}{} ^{*0} \mu ^+ \mu ^- $$\end{document}$ decays, as well as the expected precision of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{B}{} ^0 \!\rightarrow \overline{K}{} ^{*0} \mu ^+ \mu ^- $$\end{document}$ observables using the data that is expected from the LHCb experiment by the end of Run 2 of the LHC; finally in Section [5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} there is a discussion of the impact of the non-local contributions in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B ^- \!\rightarrow K ^- \ell ^+\ell ^-$$\end{document}$ transitions in the presence of lepton-universality violating physics.
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It is customary that for each helicity amplitude, the expressions of the non-local components $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental input {#Sec3}
------------------

In order to assess the impact of the resonances appearing in the dimuon spectrum of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Model comparisons {#Sec4}
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Building on the ideas of Ref. \[[@CR28]\], a recent analysis presented in Ref. \[[@CR21]\] provides a prediction of the non-local charm contribution that is valid up to a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To conclude, the simplistic model of the non-local contributions to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hadronic resonance effects in tests of lepton universality {#Sec8}
==========================================================
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Conclusions {#Sec9}
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In addition, the resonant contributions to the decay provide large strong-phase differences that enhance sensitivity to CP violating effects. In this way, there is no need to rely on a time dependent analysis to a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix {#Sec10}
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B *CP*-averaged observables {#Sec12}
===========================
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C Experimental sensitivity for *CP*-averaged observables {#Sec13}
========================================================
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